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Pick a Pennant Wedding Favors 

     
Stamps:  Pick a Pennant 
Ink: Fresh Fig 
Cardstock:  Sahara Sand, Pear Pizzazz, Floral Romance Specialty Designer 
Accessories:  Liquid Glue, Glue Dots, Paper Snips, Classic Label Punch, Clear Block “G”, Layering 
Squares Framelits, Whisper White 5/8” Polka Dot Tulle Ribbon, Simply Scored, Big Shot 
 
Measurements:  
Sahara Sand: 1 ½” x 5”, scored at ½”, 2”, 3”, and 4 ½” 
Pear Pizzazz to cut with Layering Square Framelit: scrap 
Floral Romance Specialty vellum: 1” x 1” 
Sahara Sand to stamp and punch: scrap 
Ribbon: about 4 inches 
 
Stamping tips: 
Fold Sahara Sand strip on all score lines. Adhere the ½” ends over each other to create a little “tent” 
with liquid glue. 
 
Cut Pear Pizzazz with small Layering Squares Framelit. Adhere to front of tent with liquid glue. 
 
Adhere vellum square to Pear Pizzazz square with a bit of liquid glue smeared thinly across the entire 
square so the adhesive lines don’t show through. 
 
Line up the Pick a Pennant letters along a straight grid sheet line, with the letters facing the grid 
sheet. Gently press the clear block on the letters. Test stamp a few times, adjusting the letters until 
you are satisfied with the straightness and placement. Stamp on Sahara Sand scrap with Fresh Fig 
ink. 
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To punch the smaller Classic Label: Insert the scrap in the punch with the right end of the word 
almost touching the point of the punch. Punch. 

 
Re-insert the label into the punch through the top opening, not the side, until the left side of the word 
almost touches the end of the punch. Punch. 

 
You now have a perfect mini-Classic Label! 

 



 

 

 
Tie ribbon into a knot or a bow. Adhere to the top of the favor with a glue dot. Trim ends with scissors. 

 
 
Adhere Hershey’s kiss inside with a couple of glue dots. 


